Whimsy Paper Fundamentals – Album Project
10 Double Pages + Bonus Title Page

Materials needed:

Z3127 – Paper Fundamentals Whimsy
1385 – White Daisy Cardstock
Z3165 – Fundamental Stickers Whimsy Pack
X7202C – Kaleidoscope Complements
Z3130 – Silver Foil Tape
Z2103 – Sequins Silver Assortment or alternatively use the glitter stickers from the
Fundamental Assortments – see page 111 of the current Annual Inspirations
Z1151 – 3-D Foam Tape
Z3035 – Pixie Extra Thick Twine (Optional)

*Adhesive of choice

Tools needed:

Z1783 – SureCut™ Deluxe Craft Paper Trimmer
Z1912 – Corner Rounder
Z1851 – Scallop Border Punch
Z1382 – Tweezers
Z1836 – Non-stick Micro-tip Scissors

Tip: use the Tweezers to remove Title & Alphabet stickers from the backing sheet and to align the individual letters.

*Please Note:

While this project features the Paper Fundamentals Whimsy pack you also have the option to follow
the cutting guide/instructions and substitute the Paper Fundamentals Whimsy pack (and accompanying sticker packs) for your preferred color option – follow these suggestions for Complement packs that coordinate with the other color palettes:

Paper Fundamentals Adventure = X7202C Kaleidoscope Complements – Z3130 Silver Foil Tape

Paper Fundamentals Enchantment = X7199C Sangria Complements – Z3129 Gold Foil Tape

Paper Fundamentals Basics = X7201C La Vie En Rose Complements – Z3129 Gold Foil Tape
Photo Sizes:

3x - 6”x 4”
3x - 4”x 4”

Optional – highlight your feature photo with a strip of Pixie extra thick twine – Z3035 tied in a bow around photo as pictured in example page.

Add title using the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 to the 5”x 2” piece of White Daisy cardstock and cut a dovetail/wedge into right hand side edge and adhere to 5 ¼” x 2 ¼” Sweet Leaf piece cutting dovetail/wedge into this piece as well.

Cluster floral stickers in corner of the title and journal box areas as per example page above.
Layout #2

Photo Sizes:

4x - 6”x 4”
1x - 4”x 4”

Mat each photo with the solid color/glossy resist side of Thistle color facing up as per cutting instructions.

Using the scallop border punch cut one side of the 2 Thistle pieces sized at 12”x ½” then trim the straight edge of both pieces with silver foil tape – Z3130 before adhering to page.

Add title using the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 to the 4”x 1 ½” and 1” x 2 ½” pieces of White Daisy cardstock and cut a dovetail/wedge into right hand side before adhering to page.

Add label & icon stickers from the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 & clusters of silver sequins or glitter stickers and bows from the Thistle Fundamental assortment – Z3101.
Layout #3

Photo Sizes:

4x - 6”x 4”
1x - 5”x 7”

Mat each photo with the solid color/glossy resist side of Crystal Blue color facing up as per cutting instructions.

Add title, caption, star stickers and create a banner with the triangle stickers from the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 as per example page – add clusters of silver sequins as desired.
Photo Sizes:

3x - 6" x 4"
2x - 3" x 3"

Mat each photo with the solid color/glossy resist side of Smoothie color facing up as per cutting instructions.

Add title, label, star, arrow, and heart stickers from the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 as per example page – see photo detail below:

Add title and icon stickers from the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 and clusters of Silver Sequins
Photo Sizes:

- 2x - 6” x 4”
- 1x - 5” x 7”
- 3x - 3” x 4”

Mat 5” x 7” photo with the solid color/glossy resist side of Thistle color facing up as per cutting instructions.

Using the corner rounder cut the top and bottom edge of the right side of the White Daisy journaling box and the accompanying piece of Juniper used as a mat for the journaling box before adhering to page.

Trim the rounded edges from the “Keeping It Real” sticker from the Kaleidoscope Complements – X7202C to create a square edged rectangle – cut a dovetail/wedge into right side edge before removing from backing sheet and adhering to page.

Cut dovetail/wedges into one end of the Thistle piece sized at 2”x 1 ¼” and the Juniper piece sized at 1”x 2 ½” and use to embellish page above the title placement.
Photo Sizes:

2x - 6"x 4"
2x - 4"x 4"
2x - 2 ½" x 2 ½"

Mat each photo with the solid color/glossy resist side of Sorbet color facing up as per cutting instructions.

Cut dovetail/wedges into one end of each of the following sized pieces: Glacier – 1"x 3”, Flaxen 1” x 3 ¾” and 1”x 2”, Sorbet 1 ½” x 2 ½” and 1 ¾” x 4 ¾” and use to embellish page as per example.

Add title and label stickers from the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 and clusters of silver sequins
Layout #7

Photo Sizes:

5x - 6”x 4”

Trim White Daisy piece sized at 1 ½” x 4” with Silver foil tape – Z3130

Cut dovetail/wedges into one end of each of the following sized pieces:
Smoothe – 5” x 2 ½”, Glacier 2” x 4 ½” and White Daisy (trimmed with silver foil tape)
1 ½” x 4” and use to embellish page as per example.

Using the micro-tip scissors and cut out the triangle shape in the paper pattern of the 2 x Glacier strips ½” x 12” to create a triangular/zig zag decorative edge.

Use silver foil tape – Z3130 to trim the 2 x 1” x 12” strips of Flaxen before adhering to page.

Add title and label stickers from the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 and clusters of silver sequins – see photo detail below:
Photo Sizes:

3x - 6”x 4”
2x - 4”x 4”

Mat one 6”x 4” photo with the patterned side of Sweet Leaf color facing up as per cutting instructions.

Mat journal box (White Daisy piece sized at 2 ¾” x 8 ¾”) with the patterned side of Sweet Leaf color facing up as per cutting instructions.

Cut dovetail/wedges into one end of each of the following sized pieces:
Smoothie – 1 ½” x 2” and Pixie 1 x 2 ½” and use to embellish page as per example.

Add title and label stickers from the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 and chipboard die-cuts from Kaleidoscope Complements – X7202C – see photo detail below:
Note: if you wish to add extra dimension to the chipboard die-cuts use 3-D Foam Tape to adhere to page design.
Layout #9

Photo Sizes:

4x - 6”x 4”
1x - 4”x 4”

Mat 4”x 4” photo with the solid color/glossy resist side of Crystal Blue color facing up as per cutting instructions.

Add titles to each of the following sized pieces of White Daisy Cardstock: Fun Day Sticker – 2”x 3”, Laugh – 1 ¼” x 4 ¼” and It’s been an Awesome – 1 ¾” x 5” then cut dovetail/wedges into one end before adhering to page – note: punctuation is not included in the alphabet stickers therefore the apostrophe sticker was created by cutting the shape from the letter I

Cut dovetail/wedges into one end of each of the following sized pieces: Canary 2 ¼” x 5 ¼”, Sweet Leaf 4 ¼”x 2” and Crystal Blue 1½ x 4 ½”, 3 ½” x 1 ½”and use along with title pieces to embellish page as per example.

Add label stickers from the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 and clusters of silver sequins.
Photo Sizes:

1x - 6” x 4”
4x - 4” x 4”

Add title to the 1 ¾” x 4” size piece of White Daisy Cardstock then cut dovetail/wedge into one end before adhering to page –

Cut dovetail/wedges into one end of each of the following sized pieces: Sorbet 1 ½” x 4 ½”, 1 ½” x 3 ½” and Flaxen 2 ¾” x 5”, 2 x 4 ⅝” use these pieces along with the title piece to embellish page as per example – note: the heart embellished White Daisy piece can also be used as a journaling box.

Use silver foil tape – Z3130 to trim right hand side edge of Sorbet piece cut at 6” x 10” before adhering to the page.

Add stickers from the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 and clusters of silver sequins.
Title Page

Photo Size:

1x - 5” x 7”

Add title using the Fundamental Stickers Whimsy pack – Z3165 to the 1 ¾” x 4” piece of White Daisy Cardstock and cut a dovetail/wedge into right hand side edge

Cut dovetail/wedges into one end of each of the following sized pieces:
White Daisy 1 ½” x 2”, Thistle 1” x 4 ½, Smoothie ¾” x 1 ¾” and Crystal Blue 1 ¾” x 5” use these pieces along with the title piece to embellish page as per example
Cutting Instructions:

1). To complete this project you will need 21 sheets of White Daisy Cardstock to use as the base for each layout design – set these sheets aside before cutting. The layout/photo examples use White Daisy Cardstock to indicate photo placement – you do not need to cut/include these, they are for demonstration purposes only.

2). As you cut each sheet of the remaining White Daisy Cardstock and Paper Fundamentals, compile each piece in layout groups as per layout number – you should have 11 layout groups of paper pieces. This will make it quicker and easier to assemble each page layout as per corresponding layout/photo example. Pieces used as photo mats and/or journal boxes are clearly labelled in the cutting diagrams.

3). As you follow the cutting diagram for each sheet of cardstock always remember to cut your longer 12” length pieces first, this will ensure you cut into each sheet correctly – this project has very minimal left-over pieces, therefore, you won’t have enough paper to cut a 2nd piece if anything is cut incorrectly! 😊

Please Note: cutting diagrams are not to scale – refer to the cutting diagram measurements listed for correct sizing.

This album project will accommodate over 50 photos - to extend the number of photos you wish to include, consider using Memory Protectors™ Flip Flaps™ 4” X 6” – Z4114 in the photo wells allocated to 4” x 6” photo sizes. There are also a variety of Flip Flaps™ available in other sizes that will also co-ordinate with this project, please contact your Close To My Heart Consultant for sizing information.
Juniper Sheet #1:

- 3 3/4" x 10" - Layout#5
  Mat for Journal Box
- 4" x 10"
  Layout#4
- 4" x 10 1/4" - Layout#4

2 1/2" x 1"
Layout#5

Juniper Sheet #2:

- 5" x 12" - Layout#5
- 7" x 12" - Layout#5
Sorbet Sheet #1:

4 1/4" x 6 1/2" - Layout#6
Photo Mat

4 1/4" x 6 1/2" - Layout#6
Photo Mat

4 1/4" x 4 1/4" - Layout#6
Photo Mat

4 1/4" x 4 1/4" - Layout#6
Photo Mat

4 1/4" x 1 1/2" - Layout#6

2 3/4" x 2 3/4"
Layout#6
Photo Mat

1/2" x 12" - Layout#6

1/2" x 12" - Layout#6

Sorbet Sheet #2:

5 3/4" x 10"
Layout#10

6" x 10"
Layout#10

3 1/2" x 1 1/2"
Layout#10

4 1/2" x 1 1/2"
Layout#10